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About This Game
METAGAL is an 2D platformer action game.
You will take the shoes of "Meta" ,a cyborg girl, in her quest to rescue her Creator "Dr Ray" from the 5d3b920ae0
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OS: min Windows XP
Processor: any processor with more than 1ghz (even less)
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When a game gets frustrating, it looses it's charm. It is a megaman clone, and the idea is very good. close to a MMX experience,
HOW-e-VER when a game crosses the line between challenging and frustrating, the charm is lost. the game is memorable for
how much rage it generated! a little better level design could have gone a VERY long way. if its a bit of a challenge to get to the
platforms just to be able to clear the stage. yeah, that may need some tweaking! Bosses are OK, but need a little balancing. I hate
to sound like im just.. Sad to say about it. had to refund on the game as it seems unfinished or bad finished i might say. The idea
is very good thought it lacks some bug fixes. Has leves where the game just freeze for good no reason and other is so nonsense
that i just went through the wall and got stuck till die. The soundtrack is a remix of the same game intro song each stage. The
shooting is a standard 3 shoot pattern. No free shooting. This make things a bit hardcore even for old mageman gamers. Is a
good game, i just feel not worth the price even with 20% off. Maybe when has a 50% or more, and well fixed for good, i might
try it again. For now. just no.. So this is my first review on the game, after playing it for several minutes, i got to say I enjoy it so
much! it's good to see that this game was made in homage to the Megaman series, my most favorite gaming series since I was a
child. Game is fairly new and fun at the same time, alhough I suggest there should be a fix where when I dash I can be able to
jump at any instant, rather than dashing and the moment I try to jump it does not allow me to do so.. This game is pretty hard,
and if I remember correctly, there are little to no waypoints in the long stages. If you want to play a megaman-esque game, and
have already beaten the crap out of 20XX, then maybe this would cure your craving.. I'm only a casual fan of the Megaman
series, so I thought I'd give this game a try. The handles aren't superb, so I hope they plan on fixing that. Also, as an English
teacher, please fix the dialogue text. It pains me to read it. Despite all that, I'd still recommend it if it's on sale.. It's alright but
needs some sound effect revisions. Some levels have weird design but the price matches the game content fairly. I found myself
able to understand the stages after only making just a few mistakes.. Didnt get more than 2 mins into game and I get a bug.. I
can't even begin to imagine why people blast this game for being to hard. Have you ever played Megman 1? Old school games
are brutal. They don't hold your hand. They don't tell you exactly what to do. They make you curse and throw your controller. It
is nice to see some games like this make somewhat of a comeback! I think this game is great! It is obviously inspired by
Megaman, but it has it's own flavor. The music is very catchy, and the pixel graphics are vibrant. Best of all, the controls are
very zippy and responsive. I love a game where, when you press the button, the gal on-screen moves, instantly. That is something
that is difficult to achieve sometimes with today's digital displays and myriad of resolutions (*cough* cuphead *cough*) Also,
someone mentioned that the English translation isn't spot-on. I for one, find bad translations charming. You can tell what they
mean! In short, if you want a game that is NES hard, this is it! If you like tutorials and gradual learning curves, you should keep
looking.. Well, as you can guess this game takes some inspiration from the Mega Man franchise, but stands well enough on its
own. Though I have to warn new players that the stage design is somewhat unforgiving here and there. The artwork, boss battles
and music are also enjoyable. At the 3,49 pricetag its definitely worth your money.

Metaloid: Origin store page now available! : Happy Newyear 2019! We're here to announce Metaloid: Origin store page (Steam)
now available! [About] Metaloid: Origin is an fast-paced gunn run 2D platformer. Take on the role of one out of three android
warrior's known as Predator and dash through 9 different levels in order to save their planet from an robot army led by Lucian
Corp, whom invade their planet and exploit the planetary resources to fuel their galactic war efforts.. Update! Trading card now
available. fix some small glitch : - Trading Card now avaiable. - Fixed when player spend more than 1 gear when press continue
button multiple time. - Improve Default Keyboard configuration.. Patch Features - Gear Recovery! : [Feature] - New abilities
"Gear Recovery" Allow player spend gear for recover 30% damage (8 HP) but use this albility also require maximum power
guage the result is player lost 1 round of power use in process. This ability can be use by all characters. - Gear still function for
special check point like it away does. [Change] - Gear number now cap at 30 and drop rate decreate for 10% - Player can no
longer select Gear respawn in boss room,this prevent new player from waste the item since boss room already provide free CP.
[Fix] - Fix Gal03 (Boss) Charge attack deal no damage to player.. Metagal major SFX update and balance change. : - Improve
sound effect with some new SFX like character attack , enemy die. - Add Hit contact effect such as confirm damage effect
show when enemy recieve damage and shield when attack do no effect. - Improve collision on some area of the map. - Improve
level layout decrease cheap kill area also remove spike or insta death trap around CP. - Add 2 extra check point on fortress 3
stage. - rework on boss HP now have 24 HP same to player but also have longer invincible frame - rebalance Weapons due boss
damage changed. - Balance Enemies.. Metaloid: Origin need greenlight support! : "Retro Revolution" please to announce our
upcoming game. "Metaloid : Origin" which took more than 2 year for develop, and took 2 time for remake entire game, thank to
feed back from fan and Metagal player allow us improve the game to the way anyone to enjoy it.. Working on Dash button : We
heard people complain about lack of dash button, but dont worry we're working on it. it might take some time but just want to
let everyone know it will happen!.. Major update - extra character : - Finish the game with GAL.00 will Unlock GAL.01 "Shield
GAL" as playable character! - While unable to access other GAL power GAL.01 still can upgrade with Powerup Item! with her
own set of powerup. - Fight GAL.00 as Enemy! To start as GAL.01, create a new profile and choose her from Character Select
menu. *Note* Story content will cut off from GAL.01 Mode.
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